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Packaging Audit
To improve your packaging operations
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With insight into the latest packaging innovations, following an analysis of your packaging operations, 
we’ll suggest changes that will have the biggest impact now and in future – whether that’s new 
machinery, altering your product choices, or simply a change to your production process.

How it works
• Our free audit assesses your transit packaging usage, systems and processes to identify operational  
   savings and optimal practices, making your business more cost-efficient and sustainable. 

• Our highly trained consultants will perform an on-site review of all your packaging processes,  
 materials and equipment. An external view is often what you need to uncover where you could make  
 improvements. 

• We’ll work with you on implementing a trial of any new products or machinery, and show you how to   
 realise savings and downtime reductions we identified.

Packaging Audit 
Increase your efficiency and profitability 

Our free packaging audit identifies the changes you can make to 
improve your packaging operations.

Working with you to assess your packaging materials, processes and equipment, our experts will 
highlight opportunities to improve your packaging performance.

The results are simple – we’ll 
reduce your plastic usage and 
your carbon footprint, not to 
mention saving your business 
money and making it more 
efficient and sustainable. 
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The benefits
Of our free packaging audit

Plastic reduction: One of the main benefits of our  
packaging audit is identifying changes that can be  
made within your packaging operations that reduce the  
amount of plastic that’s used. Plastic usage, in particular  
plastic packaging usage, is a hot topic and with identifying these  
changes with our audit not only can you reduce the amount of plastic  
packaging used, but reduce your CO2 footprint too. 

Cost saving: We’ll work closely with you to recommend improvements that can be made that will ultimately 
reduce packaging costs, ensuring you can make significant savings for your bottom line. Whether that’s 
through optimising processes, using less of or a different product, significant savings can be achieved.  

Improving pallet stability: Unstable pallets can have a costly 
impact on a business - interrupting the production process, causing 
damage to goods, labour cost implications of repacking, as well 
as health and safety risks – all issues that improving pallet stability 
can. Along with our audit, we can also recommend testing with our 
mobile pallet stability test lab that can bring huge gains for your 
business. 

Carbon offset your packaging: By helping you to reduce your 
packaging with our audit, we can also help you go one step further 
and offset the CO2 in your packaging. As well as reducing the plastic 
and ultimately the CO2 usage in your packaging operations, we can 
also help you to offset the remainder of CO2 with our carbon offset 
scheme. 

An average audit can highlight 
possible savings of 53% less  
plastic packaging, 54% less cash 
tied up in stock, opportunities to  
improve downtime by 31%  
and a 27% reduction in  
packaging costs.

Book your FREE packaging audit today.
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